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REV Electronics vs. MR Electronics

 REV electronics is more expensive, but worth investing in 

if you have the money

 Unlike the REV hub, the MR core power distribution 

module will be damaged if you connect wires of opposite 

colors

 Avoid using the MR gyroscope, as it is unreliable and drifts

 MR uses more USB connections than REV, which increases 

risk of disconnection and instability

 REV expansion hub(s) take up less overall space than the 

entire MR setup

 Can get a team discount if you order your REV hub through 

the FTC Team Registration page



Using REV Electronics and MR Electronics

 Use a logic level converter to convert 5V power (which 

comes from MR sensors and various other components) to 

the 3.3V power compatible with REV electronics

 Secure connections to the logic level converter with 

electrical tape

 An I2C sensor adapter cable will be necessary to change 

the pin orientation of a sensor wire to match the logic 

level converter



Servo Power Module

 Used to boost the voltage supplied to servos from the REV 

expansion hub(s), which enables the servos to be stronger

 Boosts voltage from 5V to 6V



Using Two REV Expansion Hubs

 Connect each hub to each other via the blue, white, and 

black 3-pin JST PH cable in the corresponding ports (the 

port labeled RS485)

 Connect each hub to each other via black and red XT30 

cables (connect one directly across and then connect the 

other cable on each hub to the battery and power switch)



Expansion Hub ID

 When using multiple expansion hubs, label each expansion 

hub with its corresponding ID number to easily identify 

and troubleshoot issues with an expansion hub

 The ID number of the expansion hub can be found by connecting 

the hub to the phone and scanning for attached devices in the 

configuration



Expansion Hub 

ID/Configuration

 The ID number of the 

expansion hub can be 

found by connecting the 

hub to the phone and 

scanning for attached 

devices in the 

configuration.



Phone Mounting
 DO NOT mount the phone anywhere that could come in 

contact with another robot

 DO NOT mount the phone in direct contact with metal to 

avoid electrostatic discharge and avoid surrounding the 

phone with metal

 DO mount it in an easily accessible location

 Take into account whether or not you will need to utilize 

the phone camera during competition, as this may 

influence where and how to best mount it

 Buy or 3D print a phone mount

 Ensure all wire connections to the phone are secure

 Especially the connection to the micro USB port on the 

phone



General Wire 

Management

 Keep wires short to avoid 
tangling, confusion, and data 
errors

 Use zip ties to secure wires to 
the frame of the robot AND/OR 
use 3D printed mounts and 
designs to secure connections

 Keep the interior of the robot as 
orderly as possible

 Label wires near input source to 
allow for quick identification and 
simple fixes



General Wire Management

 Avoid proximity to metal as much as possible

 Avoid securing wires to mobile parts or stretching them 

too tightly across mobile parts

 Secure wires to the frame or rigid structures to prevent 

them from jolting loose when the robot moves

 Use consistent wire coloring and do not connect wires of 

opposite color

 Use electrical tape (NOT duct tape) to secure connections

 DO NOT use ports that have damaged pins



Battery Placement

Generally, place the 
battery as low as 

possible to keep the 
robot’s center of 

gravity low and ensure 
stability.

Ensure the battery and 
its connecting wires 
are secure and not in 

danger of contact with 
other robots.



Blown Fuses

 If the metal link inside the fuse is separated, the 

fuse is blown and must be replaced



USB Connections

 Never put USB connections on mobile parts

 Use electrical tape to secure connections to cables and to 

REV hubs if necessary (NOT duct tape)

 Use different angle USB wires if it will secure connection



Anderson Powerpoles

 Cut and strip desired end of wires

 When in doubt, always strip larger rather than smaller

 Slide powerpole (metal piece) onto stripped wire and 

crimp it tightly around the wire

 Slide wire and powerpole into the housing that is the same 

color as the wire and use an allen wrench or other 

instrument to press the powerpole into the housing until it 

clicks securely in and will not come loose

 Ensure the orientation of the powerpole relative to the housing is 

correct

 Once this process is done for both wires, slide the wires 

together via the indentions on the side of the housings



Anderson Powerpoles

 Cut and strip desired end of wires



Anderson Powerpoles
Slide powerpole (metal piece) onto stripped wire 
and crimp it tightly around the wire



Anderson Powerpoles

 Slide wire and powerpole into the housing 

that is the same color as the wire 

 Ensure the orientation of the powerpole

relative to the housing is correct (see video)



Anderson Powerpoles

 Use an allen

wrench or other 

instrument to 

press the 

powerpole into 

the housing until 

it clicks securely 

in and will not 

come loose



Anderson Powerpoles

 Once this 

process is 

done for both 

wires, slide 

the wires 

together via 

the indentions 

on the side of 

the housings



Creating/Connecting New Wires 

 Strip ends of corresponding wires

 Put heat shrink on one wire and slide all the way to the 

other end

 Bend/fold stripped ends together

 After letting soldering iron heat up, hold a piece of solder 

onto the joint of the two wires, gently touch the soldering 

iron to the solder right on top of the joint until it melts 

onto the wires

 spread out the solder over the joint until the 

connection is covered/secure

 Slide the heat shrink over the soldered connection and 

shrink it with a heat gun OR cover connection in electrical 

tape



Creating/Connecting New Wires 

Strip ends of 
corresponding wires

Put heat shrink on 
one wire 

Slide all the way to 
the other end



Creating/Connecting New Wires 

 Bend/fold stripped ends together



Creating/Connecting New Wires 

 After letting soldering iron heat up, hold a piece 

of solder onto the joint of the two wires, gently 

touch the soldering iron to the solder right on top 

of the joint until it melts onto the wires



Creating/Connecting New Wires 

 Spread out the solder over the joint until the 

connection is covered/secure



Creating/Connecting New Wires 

 Slide the heat shrink over the soldered connection 

and shrink it with a heat gun OR cover connection 

in electrical tape



Wiring Diagrams

 Consider creating a 

wiring diagram to

Ease programming, 

configuring, and 

troubleshooting

Contribute to the 

engineering 

notebook



Pre-Competition

 Double check connections, especially USB 

connections

 Look for any compromised insulation or wiring 

that may be susceptible to tearing or contact with 

other robots

 Double check battery voltage, phone charge, and 

that there is a steady voltage reading on the 

phone

 Restart/refresh phones before each use of the 

robot



Resources

 2017-2018 FTC Robot Wiring Guide 

https://www.firstinspires.org/sites/default/files/uploads/resource_library/ft

c/robot-wiring-guide.pdf

 REV Robotics guide http://www.revrobotics.com/content/docs/REV-31-1153-

GS.pdf

 2017-2018 FTC Game Manual Part 1 

https://www.firstinspires.org/sites/default/files/uploads/resource_library/ft

c/2017-2018/game-manual-part-1.pdf 

 Team #7203 KNO3 website (presentations can be found under the resources 

tab) http://www.kno3.net/resources 

https://www.firstinspires.org/sites/default/files/uploads/resource_library/ftc/robot-wiring-guide.pdf
http://www.revrobotics.com/content/docs/REV-31-1153-GS.pdf
https://www.firstinspires.org/sites/default/files/uploads/resource_library/ftc/2017-2018/game-manual-part-1.pdf
http://www.kno3.net/resources

